
Every once in a while in the gun business, you run across a product that brings joy to your soul... 
or, at the very least, is exciting.  I have a true appreciation of beautiful wood in a gun stock.  
Few  things bring joy to my heart more than a fine piece of Claro Walnut or Fiddle back maple 
on a hunting rifle... an appreciation of fine wood that has been a lifelong pursuit. It started when 
I worked in a sawmill, built several very fine homes, operated a high end cabinetry business and 
worked as an artist creating fine artwork from scratch producing boat models.   That's why it 
made my day when I stumbled  
upon Accurate Innovations technology.  Accurate Innovations has an advancement that 
incorporates beautiful wood stocks with the latest technology in gunstock manufacturing.  What 
this company produces is truly "drop dead gorgeous".  I am also an "accuracy nut"... I think all 
bolt guns should shoot under 1" MOA... and if they won't, they are the spawn of the devil... and 
I won't keep the gun in my inventory. Successful hunting and shooting requires accurate, quality 
equipment. 
 
While the barrel itself is the true accuracy vessel, the stock inletting, glass bedding, free-floated 
fore-ends, and action properly torqued to the stock have much to do with an accurate rifle.  
Accurate Innovations rifle stocks are the only product of its kind that integrates a beautiful 
wooden stock with a full length aluminum bedding block with aluminum pillars.  
 
 The heart of the stock system is the chassis... CNC machined from a solid billet of aircraft grade 
-T6 aluminum and anodized .  The bedding block incorporates additional recoil lug surfaces 
making a uniform structure that is mated to your action... adding additional reinforcement 
where it is needed most to your already accurate rifle.  The chassis is bonded to the wood by a 
special structural load bearing bonding agent.  The system itself negates the variances seen in 
unsupported wood stocks caused by temperature and humidity variances... and in some cases 
being caught out in the pouring rain. 
 
The system provides a stress free mount, providing full contact of the receiver at both the 
forward and rear ends, allowing for proper torquing of your rifle's action without crushing wood 
fibers, and allowing the barrel to float freely from the recoil lug forward. There are a lot of 
people who "at-home gunsmith" their own rifles.  This system allows you to disassemble and 
reassemble your stock and action, giving you the ability to return to your exact "zero" without 
re-sighting of the Firearm. it also gives you the clearance of wood to gun barrel, which most 
serious rifleman agree offers the ultimate  
in accuracy potential.   
 
Improper torquing of an action when it is not fully supported (say in a solid wooden stock) 
actually affects the zero in your scope.  By mating your rifle into an ultra-stable, force-
distributing bedding block system, you can improve the accuracy potential of your rifle.  
Accurate innovations product gives you that option. 
 
One of the long standing problems of wooden stocks is the weakness from all the inletting that 
must be done around the wrist and trigger area of a wooden stock.  Taking a fall in the woods, 
and going down hard with both hands filled with your rifle almost guarantees your stock is going 
to hit hard on the ground, and in some cases a cracked, broken, or shattered stock can 
immediately end what could have been a successful hunting experience.  Of course, the full 
length, chassis system eliminates the potential of this accident because it is fully bonded to the 
wood stock itself creating a monolithic structure, that while light, is  incredibly strong.  Along 
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with the chassis system, the "wrist" of your rifle is made stronger with a steel reinforcing rod 
that is bonded into the wrist area and installed prior to the bonding of the chassis system. This 
eliminates the other weak point in the grain of the wood as it curves to your shooting hand. 
 
Chassis systems like this are not new. while many of the synthetic stock manufacturers have 
found a need to utilize a similar insert to gain stability, what accurate innovations has been 
quietly doing for years is offering unparalleled accuracy of the best plastic stock systems 
available, and offering them in the natural wood we have all missed during the several decades 
of the plastic stock craze. Where the other manufacturers and chassis systems fall short, is in 
producing a stock that is trophy quality in both looks and function.  One very important reason 
for the chassis extension to the forward  
bolt stud has to do with the factors that cause the stock forend to come into contact with the 
barrel.  Pressure against the barrel by the stock will disturb the harmonic wave of a rifle barrel. A 
bi-pod can press your stock against the barrel. A tight rifle sling can pull one side of your stock 
onto the barrel in an offhand position and can put errant rounds down range. The Accurate 
Innovations full length chassis   bedding system adds the reinforcement necessary to keep your 
barrel free floated and your rifle as accurate as you are.  What helps here is that this system is 
available for a large number of different actions. A quick look at their website, 
www.accurateinnovations.com and you can see if your gun is an available option.   AI saves the 
customer the trouble of fitting a stock to an action themselves or paying a gunsmith to alter a 
new stock just because they have chosen to upgrade to real wood.  You can have confidence 
that your rifle will perform in the same manner shot after shot using the gorgeous housing 
provided by the Accurate Innovations stock.  They are available in wood choices which include 3 
types of walnut, maple... both tiger stripe and burl, also myrtle.  For those interested in a 
bamboo option, a truly unique look in both caramel and natural, that reduces weight and has a 
better strength to weight ratio.  For the laminate stock aficionados, there are 4 choices...  
ghost laminate, nutmeg laminate, pepper laminate, and forest laminate, which provides a true 
"rainbow" effect. As AI is a true custom shop, they are able to provide most any custom color 
combination that you desire for the effect you are trying to create. 
 
They're not just a "beautiful wood company".  They offer many different options that include 
your choice of butt stock shapes, fore-end shapes, and to dress up your stock they have grip cap 
and fore-end tips in ebony, rosewood and steel, which can be installed with maple spacers.  But 
that is not all, laser checkering is available, and "fish scale" checkering option can be done upon 
request, which has an incredible directional grip texture.  Personalized initialing and scroll work 
checkering is available on your gunstock, and you can have up to 3 initials personalized.  If you'd 
rather, they can also  
emblazon your stock with a "big game animal head".  If you prefer "hand craftsmanship", 
Accurate Innovations can also detail your stock with full wrap-around hand checkering and grip 
patterns. 
 
Regardless of the beauty of a firearm, if the stock doesn't fit your physical characteristics, it will 
force you into an uncomfortable position while shooting, and your accuracy will be significantly 
affected.  Another crucial ingredient to rapid target acquisition is proper eye relief of your 
scope.  You need to see a solid round window when you see your scope, for a proper sight 
picture, with no edge fogging.  While you can move the scope back and forth in the rings to 
provide this necessity, in mass produced rifles, a custom length of pull fit to your body structure 
is not available.  It's a "one size fits all" scenario which has caused everything from "scoping 
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one's eyebrow" to missed shots on moving game.  Accurate Innovations, however, gives you, 
the customer, the option of choosing a longer or shorter length of pull, providing the 
opportunity to achieve the optimum fit so that every shot is in both your comfort zone and 
allowable accuracy.  Nothing is more comfortable and enjoyable to shoot than a gun that is 
exactly fitted to your feel and ability. 
 
The finish on the wood is exceptional.  The company's "supreme oil finish" is hand rubbed, that 
serves to enhance the natural grain and color of your chosen wood.  It is easy to "touch up" 
yourself as it shows years of wear, and can be rehabilitated with over the counter materials and 
a few minutes work.  As time goes by, a quality wooden stock will gain "patina" and will look 
better and better with this type of oil finish. Nicks and scratches occur, but with a little tender 
care, they can be repaired without sending the whole shooting match back to the factory. 
 
An often overlooked aspect to a custom stock is the sling studs or a  stud inlet for your sling.  
While this is preferred in a custom stock, the majority of all swivels now attach by sling swivel 
studs, which are "screw in". Here again the aluminum chassis adds the mounting point for the 
front sling stud, ensuring a solid mount which won’t pull out.  Additionally, for those shooting 
from a bipod, a second reinforced stud provides sure mounting to the chassis system giving 
necessary  strength to  your bipod. 
 
Let me say again, the beauty of this product is the marriage of shooting technology and 
beautiful stock work.  When accuracy counts, the system delivers. A beautiful stock is an 
investment in the pride of ownership. 
 
 
Wm. Mark Hatfield 
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